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With The king Osfrid or the survival instinct – Tome 1,
MATILDA TAUPEE FORTUNE made her entrance into
the imaginary literature after having worked in the sociocommunity environment for many years.
This work is the first part of a tetralogy combining Nordic
mythology and a fantastic universe. Built over three
generations, the series presents an exciting family saga
for female readers and readers aged 12 and over.
The Prince Osfrid highlights a crippled prince who will have
to show courage to overcome the obstacles encountered
on his way.
Love, friendship, the search for identity, and power
struggles are some of the topics covered in this book, rich
in adventures where royal families, gods and legendary
creatures rub shoulders.
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SUMMARY
The universe is divided into nine worlds which, for the
stability of all, cannot communicate together. Odin, god
almighty, jealously watches over it.
But does he know that in the kingdom of Midgard, the land
of men, a prophecy announcing the death of King Didrik’s
son was going to threaten the balance?
Osfrid, Prince of Midgard, is a wonderful teenager, but then
his health starts declining. This is too much for the young
man’s pride who, one day, decides to leave the kingdom.
Accompanied by Ralf, Falco and an unknown woman,
Osfrid begins the journey of his life. The journey is slowed
down by Osfrid’s significant infirmities and bothered by
Ragnar who wants to make sure the throne is vacant ...
Will they succeed in crossing the kingdom of the dead
that defends the goddess Hel? Will the goddess Freya be
able to help until the end?
When the Gods settle their accounts through their creatures, these latter suffer ... a lot.

MATILDA TAUPEE FORTUNE
A graduate in psychology and criminology, Matilda Taupee Fortune worked many
years with vulnerable populations.
Passionate about theater and literature, it was only natural that she started
writing this series of novels. Self-perception, the quest of identity and maintaining mental balance are themes that she holds particularly close to heart.
After having probed them in the field, she wished to explore them through writing
and help readers find their way.

